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Raman scattering enables unforeseen uses for the laser guide-star system of the Very Large Telescope.
Here, we present the observation of one up-link sodium laser beam acquired with the ESPRESSO
spectrograph at a resolution λ=Δλ ∼ 140 000. In 900 s on source, we detect the pure rotational Raman lines
of 16O2, 14N2, and 14N15N (tentatively) up to rotational quantum numbers J of 27, 24, and 9, respectively.
We detect the 16O2 fine-structure lines induced by the interaction of the electronic spin S and end-over-end
rotational angular momentum N in the electronic ground state of this molecule up to N ¼ 9. The same
spectrum also reveals the ν1←0 rotational-vibrational Q-branch for 16O2 and 14N2. These observations
demonstrate the potential of using laser guide-star systems as accurate calibration sources for characterizing
new astronomical spectrographs.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.061101

Introduction.—The 4 Laser Guide Star Facility [4LGSF;
[1] ] has been in operation on Unit Telescope 4 (UT4) of the
Very Large Telescope (VLT) in Chile’s Atacama desert
since mid-2016. It is comprised of four 22 W continuous
wave lasers, and forms an integral part of UT4’s Adaptive
Optics Facility [AOF; [2] ]. Its lasers are used to excite
sodium atoms in the mesosphere, primarily located in a
layer several kilometers thick at an altitude of ∼90 km
[3–5]. The four lasers each emit 18 W at 5891.59120 Å to
excite the D2a sodium transition, 2 W at 5891.571 37 Å to
repump (via the D2b line) sodium atoms “lost” to the
32S1=2F ¼ 1 state [with F the total atomic angular momen-
tum quantum number; see [6] ], and 2 W at 5891.611 03 Å
that are not usable for adaptive optics (AO) purposes. The
spectral stability of the lasers, of the order of �3 MHz≡
3.5 fm over hours, is achieved by using a solid-state high-
resolution wavelength meter. The absolute accuracy of the
lasers (< 10 MHz≡ 11.6 fm at the 3σ level) is achieved
via periodic calibrations of the wavelength meter against a
stabilized Helium-Neon reference laser [7–9]. The resulting
four wave front reference sources created in the mesosphere
are exploited by the AO modules GALACSI [10,11] and

GRAAL [12] that are coupled to the astronomical instru-
ments MUSE [13] and HAWK-I [14,15], respectively.
The 4LGSF was designed to work in concert with the

other components of the AOF to enhance the image quality
achieved by instruments on UT4. The MUSE observations
of the inelastic Raman scattering of laser photons by air
molecules above UT4 [16] have, however, opened unfore-
seen avenues for experimentation with the 4LGSF system
in a stand-alone mode (by stand-alone, we mean that the
4LGSF is operated on its own, as opposed to the nominal
mode in which the 4LGSF is slaved to the other compo-
nents of the AOF to support AO observations with MUSE
and HAWK-I). For example, telescope and instrument
operators can easily vary the size of the square asterism
of laser guide stars by using the laser pointing camera [17],
without the need to interact with any of the other AOF
components or UT4 instruments. This capability was used
to monitor the flux of laser lines present in MUSE AO
observations over a 27-month period, which revealed dust
particles on the primary and tertiary telescope mirrors to be
an important secondary scattering source for the laser
photons [18]. Here, we discuss another stand-alone use
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case for the 4LGSF, and laser guide-star systems in general:
that of an accurate wavelength calibration source for
astronomical spectrographs.
The Echelle SPectrograph for Rocky Exoplanets and

Stable Spectroscopic Observations (ESPRESSO [19,20])
is an ultrastable fiber-fed high-resolution spectrograph
installed in the Coudé facility of the VLT. The instrument
delivers a spectral resolution λ=Δλ of ∼140 000 (single UT,
“HR” mode), ∼190 000 (single UT, “UHR” mode), or
∼70 000 (four UTs, “MR”mode). The spectrograph itself is
temperature stabilized at the mK level in a 10−5 hPa
vacuum. Astronomical observations can be wavelength
calibrated with a Th-Ar hollow-cathode lamp (which can
be aided by a white-light Fabry-Pérot), or a dedicated laser
frequency comb [21]. In particular, the existence of two
parallel fibers allows to acquire scientific observations (in
fiber “A”) with a simultaneous wavelength calibration
exposure (in fiber “B”) to track internal radial velocity
drifts over time. The overall instrument design is driven by
the goal precision of 10 cm s−1 over 10 years for radial-
velocity measurements in a single UT mode. The goal
wavelength accuracy of ESPRESSO, on the other hand,
is 10 ms−1.
As with all new systems at the VLT, ESPRESSO

underwent a series of commissioning observations to
characterize its performances as built, following its instal-
lation at the Coudé focus, and prior to being offered to the
general community. Characterizing the wavelength cali-
bration accuracy of the spectrograph is evidently one of the
high-priority goals for this activity. Ideally, this should be
achieved by means of external reference sources that fully
mimic real observations, and allows one to characterize the
entire telescope(s), Coudé train, and instrument assembly.
The 4LGSF, and the associated Raman scattering of its
laser photons by air molecules, provides the ideal means to
do so. In this Letter, we present the first ESPRESSO
observation of one 4LGSF up-link laser beam acquired
during the commissioning phase of the instrument.
Throughout the text, all quoted wavelengths are in vacuum.
Observations and data reduction.—The ESPRESSO

spectrum presented in this Letter was acquired during
commissioning activities on the night of February 2,
2018. The observations were performed from UT4, with
the 4LGSF system operated in stand-alone mode, in
parallel to ESPRESSO, which was entirely oblivious to
it. The telescope was preset to place the ESPRESSO fiber A
on an empty sky field, with no entries in the USNO-B1
catalog [which is complete down to V ¼ 21 mag; [22] ].
Upon the end of the acquisition sequence, one 22 W laser
guide-star was placed manually in the center of the VLT
field of view using the laser pointing camera (LPC; see
Fig. 1). Manual offsets were then applied to the jitter-loop
mirror of the laser launch telescope to bring the up-link
beam—clearly visible in the ESPRESSOTechnical CCD of
Front-End 4 for Field Acquisition [23]—into the field of

view of the ESPRESSO fiber. The propagation of the other
three laser guide-stars was stopped. The spectrum pre-
sented here corresponds to a single 900 s exposure,
acquired in the HR21 mode (λ=Δλ ∼ 140 000, 100 fiber
diameter on sky, 2 × 1 pixel binning along the “spatial”
direction). The observation was performed at an airmass of
1.01 (equivalent to a telescope altitude of 81.7 deg at the
start), with 16 mm of precipitable water vapor (which is a
very high value for Cerro Paranal which has a median of
∼2.4 mm [24,25]), a relative ambient humidity of 38%, an
ambient pressure of 742.4 hPa, and a ground temperature
of 13.5 °C. The exact beam altitude probed is formally
unknown: from our experience with MUSE (see the
Appendix in Ref. [16]), we estimate it to be 15� 8 km
above ground. Given the perspective and the continuous-
wave nature of the 4LGSF lasers, one has to note that a
range of several kilometers is being sampled by the
ESPRESSO fiber. Since the laser beam was not located
at infinity, the secondary mirror of UT4 was offset by
þ4 mm to bring the beam into better focus, and thus
increase the observed beam surface brightness.
The data were reduced using the ESPRESSO pipeline

v1.1.4. The wavelength calibration was derived from
reference exposures (in fiber A) obtained with the laser
frequency comb during the daily instrument calibrations.
Results.—We present in Figs. 2 and 3 a subset of the

ESPRESSO spectrum of one up-link laser beam from the
4LGSF. Figure 2 contains an overall view of the pure
rotational Raman lines and the ν1←0 rotational-vibrational
(ro-vibrational) Raman lines for 16O2 and 14N2, readily
visible as a resolved forest of lines. In Fig. 3, we present a
detailed view of the spectral regions located within �70 Å
from the main laser line. To identify the specific origin of
each line in the spectrum, we first compare it with the
analytical predictions of the rotational and ro-vibrational

FIG. 1. Diagram (not to scale) of the manual acquisition steps
for the ESPRESSO observations described in this article. (a) All
4LGSF lasers are propagating. The four laser guide-stars (orange
dots) are positioned to a nominal square asterism using the LPC.
From the instrument perspective, the up-link laser beams (visible
up to ∼35 km of altitude) are located on the outside of the laser
guide stars (located at ∼90 km of altitude). (b) Using the LPC, a
single laser guide star is placed in centerfield. The propagation is
stopped for all other laser guide stars. (c) The up-link beam is
brought over the ESPRESSO fiber (black circle) using manual
offsets applied to the jitter-loop mirror of the laser launch
telescope. The focus of the telescope is adjusted to bring the
beam better into focus at the location of the fiber.
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Raman lines for homonuclear diatomic molecules treated as
nonrigid singlet rotators (see the Supplemental Material
SM for the full analytical derivation, which includes
Refs. [26–30]). We unambiguously detect pure rotational
lines up to a molecular rotational quantum number J ¼ 27

for 16O2 and J ¼ 24 for 14N2. The lines in the ν1←0 ro-
vibrational Q branch of 14N2 and 16O2 are resolved from
J ≳ 4, and unambiguously detected up to J ∼ 18. For 16O2,
only lines associated with odd values of J are detected, as
expected from the selection rules imposed by quantum
mechanics for homonuclear diatomic molecules with zero
nuclear spin [26].
We also detect the pure rotational Raman lines from

14N15N (tentatively) up to J ¼ 9. These lines are detected
with a signal-to-noise ratio ≅ 2� 1: insufficient to for-
mally rule out 14Nþ

2 as the molecule responsible, from the
theoretical line wavelengths alone (see the Supplemental
Material [31] for details). To try to discriminate between
14N15N and 14Nþ

2 , we assembled a simple model of two
Gaussian lines with their dispersion tied, to individually fit
each of the tentative 14N15N lines alongside the nearest
14N2 line (i.e., associated to the same J value). From a
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo sampling of the individual
posterior distribution of each of the clearest 14 line pairs,
assuming a least-square likelihood and flat priors with a
lower bound of 0 for the line intensities and dispersion,
we find no evidence for an alternating intensity pattern
between lines associated with even and odd J values, as
one would expect from 14Nþ. On the other hand, we derive
an overall line intensity ratio of 0.5þ0.6

−0.3% (68% confidence
level) with respect to the nearest 14N2 lines, consistent with
the atmospheric abundance ratio of 14N15N to 14N2 [32].

Clearly, deeper observations are necessary to confirm this
identification.
Altogether, the analytical predictions account for most of

the rotational and all of the ro-vibrational lines visible in the
ESPRESSO spectrum, but fail to explain a series of fainter
lines in the vicinity of the main laser line. We link the
majority of these fainter lines to the existence of a nonzero
electronic spin in the ground state 3Σ−

g of 16O2. It is the
interaction between this electronic spin and the molecular
rotation that leads to the fine splitting of the pure rotational
Raman lines of 16O2. From an exhaustive numerical
modeling of this effect (see the Supplemental Material
SM for details, which includes Refs. [33–36]), we can
successfully identify side-lines up to N ¼ 9 (where N
denotes the end-over-end rotation). We are left with six
lines of (yet) unknown origin, all located within 13 Å from
the main laser line (see Fig. 3).
Discussion.—Up until now, the majority of observations

of the up-link beams from laser guide-star systems at
astronomical observatories would have resulted from the
unintentional collision between neighboring telescopes: an
observational nuisance against which dedicated co-
ordination tools were promptly developed [37–40]. The
fact remains, however, that propagating a laser beam through
the atmosphere entails a range of physical phenomena, some
of which are unrelated to the creation of artificial reference
wave front sources in support of AO systems. Raman
scattering, in particular, implies that initially monochro-
matic up-link laser beams possess a rich spectral signature,
with numerous lines located several tens (for pure rotational
Raman lines) up to several hundreds (for ro-vibrational
Raman lines) of Å away from the main laser line. This may

FIG. 2. ESPRESSO view of the pure rotational Raman lines (top), andQ branch of the ro-vibrational Raman lines of 16O2 (bottom left)
and 14N2 (bottom right), associated with one 4LGSF up-link laser beam. Orange (for 16O2) and purple (for 14N2) lines mark the
theoretical position of each Raman line derived with the model of nonrigid singlet diatomic rotators (see the Supplemental Material [31]
for details). Colored integers denote the rotational quantum number J associated with the different analytical wavelength predictions.
The CCD did saturate within �0.2 Å of the main laser line.
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FIG. 3. ESPRESSO spectrum of one 4LGSF up-link laser beam, focusing on the spectral regions containing pure rotational Raman
lines. Each panel is 8 Å wide. For a given row, the left and right panels are equidistant from the main laser line at 5891.5912 Å (which is
saturated). Pure rotational Raman lines, associated with the Stokes (right column) and anti-Stokes (left column) branches, are detected
up to J ¼ 27 for 16O2, J ¼ 24 for 14N2, and J ¼ 9 for 14N15N. Solid orange, solid purple, and dash-dotted blue vertical lines mark the
theoretical position of the pure rotational Raman lines of 16O2, 14N2, and 14N15N (respectively), when treated as nonrigid singlet diatomic
rotators. The molecular rotational quantum number J associated with each of these lines is indicated above them (only the 14N2 J ¼ 11
anti-Stokes and J ¼ 9, 19 Stokes lines are not tagged because of crowding). Dashed orange vertical lines, derived using a numerical
model of 16O2 accounting for the nonzero electronic spin of its ground state, highlight the fine-splitting of the pure rotational lines for
this molecule. The nature of six lines (tagged with dotted grey vertical lines and the first two decimals of their wavelength in the top
panels) remains unknown at this time.
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drive specific design choices for the next generation of
optical AO instruments relying on laser guide-star systems.
Under specific circumstances, for example with an on-axis
laser guide-star system, pure rotational Raman lines more
than one order of magnitude brighter than sky lines may
potentially be found≥50 Åaway from themain laser line, as
illustrated in Fig. 2. Thismight require the use of notch filters
with a specific spectral width, should a cost-benefit analysis
[balancing the scientific benefit(s) of increased wavelength
coverage with the spectral contamination of rotational
Raman lines] warrant it.
The inelastic Raman scattering of laser photons pro-

vides an ideal means to characterize the new ESPRESSO
spectrograph at the VLT, and validate the wavelength
solution of its data product over a spectral range of
∼1000 Å. The possible presence of wind along the line
of sight (and thus the spectral shifting of the signal over
time) implies that the Raman lines are not suitable to
characterize the goal precision of 10 cm s−1 over 10 years
for radial velocity measurements with ESPRESSO. We
find, however, that the accuracy with which the Raman
lines (<5 fm for the case of 16O2; see the Supplemental
Material [31] for details) and the exciting laser wavelength
(<11.6 fm at the 3σ level) are known is ideally matched to
the target accuracy of ESPRESSO of 10 ms−1 ≡ 20 fm at
the 4LGSF laser wavelength. The 4LGSF lasers have a
spectral full width at half maximum ≲5 MHz≡ 6 fm, so
that the full width at half maximum of the observed Raman
lines is actually dominated by thermal broadening (of the
order of 2.3 GHz for 14N2 and 2.1 GHz for 16O2 at 273 K).
We find that measuring line-centroid values with an
accuracy <10 fm requires peak-to-noise values larger than
∼200. This was achieved, for the pure-rotational Raman
lines of 14N2 and 16O2 in the ESPRESSO spectrum
presented in Fig. 3, up to J ∼ 15 for both molecules.
The presence of wind shifts along the line of sight during

such an observation can be easily minimized by pointing
the telescope, on a quiet night, at a low airmass and at
90 deg from the dominant wind direction at high altitude.
Doing so will restrict the spectral offsets caused by wind
shifts to those associated with vertical motions, which can
be expected to be less than 1 ms−1 ≡ 2 fm [41]. We
voluntarily do not present here the formal characterization
of the spectral accuracy of ESPRESSO. It will be discussed
by the instrument Consortium in a separate publication,
together with the required modeling of the instrument line
spread function that falls outside of the scope of this Letter.
The growing number of laser guide-star systems in

operation [42] implies that the physics of Raman scattering
is readily accessible to many professional astronomical
telescopes worldwide: either directly, or via voluntary laser
collisions with neighboring facilities (at sites hosting
multiple observatories). As the power of new generations
of laser guide-star systems increases, so does the flux of the
associated Raman lines, which reduces the amount of time

required to acquire spectra with sufficient signal to noise for
an accurate instrumental characterization. The molecular
physics potentially accessible via Raman scattering is
undeniably very rich, as evidenced by its extensive use
for atmospheric studies [43–52]. For astronomers, the 14N2

and 16O2 molecules are undoubtedly the best molecules to
focus on. As the prime constituents of Earth’s atmosphere,
these homonuclear diatomic molecules will provide the
strongest Raman signal, which is nowadays very well
characterized. In essence, our ESPRESSO observation of
one 4LGSF up-link laser beam paints the picture of a future
in which laser guide-star systems at astronomical observa-
tories will not only be thought of as mere subcomponents
of complex adaptive optics systems, but also as bright,
flexible, and accurate calibration sources for characterizing
new generations of astronomical spectrographs.
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